LAYMENT RIDER
(Please note, if anything in this rider can not be provided, we will find a solution for this.
We are no drama queens. We can cope with almost everything. This is rock n’ roll.)
Layment c/o Tobias Schmidt, Brackeler Hellweg 86, 44309 Dortmund, Germany
tobe@layment.de
Tel: +491717997383
www.facebook.com/layment
www.layment.de
band members
Marian Schmidt: vox (center)
Julian Schmidt: bass/vox (stage left)
Benny Burschei: guitars/vox (stage left)
Tobe Schmidt: guitars/vox (stage right)
Kristian Krajewski: keys/vox (stage right)
Matthias Schweiger: drums
STAGE
- 1 drumriser 3x2m, at least 0,2m high
- pipe or truss for our backdrop (4m x 3m)
FOH
24CH-input mixer (Midas, Soundcraft, Yamaha, 4 ) with appropriate PA,
SIDERACK
2 CH EQ (Klark / BSS)
6x compressor for vox, kick, bass (dbx, Drawmer, SPL, BSS, ... )
4x gate for toms (dbx, Drawmer, SPL, BSS, ...)
2x multieffect processors for drums / Vox (Yamaha SPX, Lexicon, ... )
4 or similar 4
MONITOR
6 ways would be perfect
INPUTS:
1x bass (mic or DI)
2x key (stereo DI)
2x guitar (Sennheiser e606, Shure SM 57 or similar ... )
1x kick drum (Shure Beta 91, Sennheiser e602 or similar ... )
1x snare (Shure SM57, ... )
4x Toms (Sennheiser e604, ... )
2x Overheads, 1x Hi-Hat, 1x Ride (Rode NT55, Sennheiser e614 ... )
1x Lead Vocals (brought by us: Shure SM 58)
4x Backing Vocals (Shure SM 58 or similar ... )
ELECTRICITY ON STAGE
2 x 230V Schuko on left and right stage lip
4 x 230V stage left
4 x 230V stage right
BACKLINE
drum set with 4 hanging and 2 floor toms
2 x guitar cabinet 4x12”
1x bass cabinet, preferably 8x10”
MISCELLANEOUS:
Layment plays with three wireless transmitters
MERCHANDISE:
Please provide a large well-lit visible area close to the entrance or lobby
of the venue in order to sell merchandise. Electrical sockets would be helpful, a table is necessary.
For festivals, please provide the merchandising contact.

STAGE PLOT:

DRESSING ROOM:
We need a clean and heated dressing room with some couches and a table that can be locked, when we go
on stage. Please provide the following:
- upon arrival and throughout the day: coffee and tee with milk, sugar and sweetener
- 12 cans or bottles assortment of sodas (with and without sugar)
- 6 cans of energy drinks (preferably Red Bull, Monster, Relentless, Rockstar)
- 2 crates of good local beer
- some snacks, chocolate, candy bars
- 12 plastic bottles 0,5 L of non-carbonated water for use on stage
- 6 big towels for showering
- 6 small towels for use on stage
- warm dinner for band and crew (no allergies, no vegetarians, no vegans) or buyout of 10,- € / £ / $
GUEST LIST
We might have up to 15 people that we want to be on the guest list, we will provide the promoter with this list
early enough before doors.

Any questions, annotations, complaints?
tobe@layment.de
Tel: +491717997383

